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®

The•Super•Spice•for•Fish•and•Game

Paste Cumin Harissa Mild
Product# JC764
Size 2/8 oz Jars

Seasoning Dry Rub Cumin Harissa Mild
Product # JC772
Size 22 oz. Container

Seasoning Dry Rub Cumin Harissa Mild
Product # JC774
Size 4 x 2.5 oz. Shakers

Paste Cumin Harissa Spicy
Product# JC768
Size 2/8 oz Jars

Seasoning Dry Rub Cumin Harissa Spicy
Product # JC776
Size 22 oz. Container

Seasoning Dry Rub Cumin Harissa Spicy
Product # JC778
Size 4 x 2.5 oz. Shakers

An American twist on Harrisa
Chili Paste, using cumin as the
primary ingredient in place of
tomatoe and hot peppers. This
can be used as a marinade for
grilling, or as a finished sauce.
Can also be mixed in to olive oil
for dipping naan bread.

An American twist on Harrisa Chili
Paste, using cumin as the primary
ingredient in place of tomatoe and
hot peppers. This can be used
as a marinade for grilling, or as a
finished sauce. Can also be mixed
in to olive oil for dipping naan
bread. This one has some heat!

Replacing the hot peppers and
tomatoes with cumin and Spanish
Paprika, it becomes more versatile
and familiar to the American palate.
This can be used as a dry rub for
chicken, seafood or steaks or even
as a flavor enhancement for a soup,
tajine or sauce.

Replacing the hot peppers and
tomatoes with cumin and Spanish
Paprika, it becomes more versatile
and familiar to the American palate.
This can be used as a dry rub for
chicken, seafood or steaks or even
as a flavor enhancement for a
soup, tajine or sauce. Spicy!

This is a great condiment
to use to season everything
from a rice or cous cous dish
to even french fries or fried
calamari. This convenient
shaker size can even be
placed on the table for those
who want a little extra flavor!

This is a great condiment to
use to season everything from
a rice or cous cous dish to even
french fries or fried calamari.
This convenient shaker size
can even be placed on the table
for those who want a little extra
flavor, hot & spicy!
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